NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Languages: English, French, German, Spanish, Italian
Number of copies: First versions of articles should be sent by e-mail only, in word (formats .doc or .rtf).
Typing: Articles submitted for publication must be typed double spaced, in Times New Roman 12.
Length: The recommended length is 5000-7000 words, including footnotes and references with an English abstract of up to 150 words.
Title: centered, all capitals.
  An abbreviated title, which will be used as a running head, should accompany all articles. It should consist of no more than 50 characters (including spaces), and should not contain abbreviations.
  Chapter title: centered, bold, all capitals.
Quotations: Short quotations in the text should be marked with quotation marks. Lengthy quotations (over 40 words) should be displayed, indented, in the text, without quotation marks.
Notes: Essential notes should be indicated by superscript numbers in the text and typed at the end of the text.
References: References cited in the text should read: Iliescu (1999: 98), Huddleston and Pullum (2002). Use ‘et al.’ for more than two authors. The letters a, b, c, etc., should be used for different works by the same author in the same year. All text references should be listed alphabetically after the notes. The following reference styles should be used:
  - Books:
  - Articles:
Author(s): The paper must carry the full name and affiliation of the author, along with the author’s correspondence address (post and email).
Biography: Authors should supply an auto-biography of 50–100 words.
Mailing instructions and editorial address:
First versions of articles should be sent by e-mail only, in WORD (formats .doc or .rtf), at the addresses: rodica_zafiu@yahoo.com; ulat@lingv.ro, or inst@iordan.lingv.ro, inst@lingv.ro
Final versions of papers should be sent to the editor at the following address, with the specification “for Revue Roumaine de Linguistique”:
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